Abstract. We study duality spectral sequences for Weierstraß fibrations. Using these spectral sequences, we show that on a K-trivial Weierstraß threefold over a K-numerically trivial surface, any line bundle of nonzero fiber degree is taken by a Fourier-Mukai transform to a slope stable locally free sheaf.
Introduction
Given two smooth projective varieties X and Y related by a Fourier-Mukai transform Φ :
, it is usually not the case that a slope stable coherent sheaf E on X is taken by Φ to a slope stable coherent sheaf on Y . It is therefore natural to ask: under what circumstances does this happen?
Yoshioka gave examples and counterexamples to the above question on Abelian and K3 surfaces [13] . On threefolds, Bridgeland-Maciocia showed in [2, Theorem 1.4] that, if X and Y are dual elliptic threefolds with a corresponding Fourier-Mukai transform Φ : D b (X) → D b (Y ), then for any rank-one torsion-free sheaf E on X, there is a fixed line bundle L (depending only on ch 1 (E)) such that E ⊗ L is taken by Φ to a torsion-free sheaf that is Gieseker stable with respect to a polarisation ω on Y , where ω depends on ch(E).
The main result of this paper is as follows: Theorem 4.4. Suppose p : X → S is a Weierstraß threefold where X is K-trivial and K S is numerically trivial. Then for any ample class ω on X and any line bundle M on X of nonzero fiber degree, the Fourier-Mukai transform of M (up to a shift) is a µ ω -stable locally free sheaf.
A main ingredient in the proof of Theorem 4.4 is a pair of spectral sequences on the interplay between a Fourier-Mukai transform and the derived dual functor on elliptic threefolds, discussed in Section 3. These spectral sequences are inspired by analogues on Abelian threefolds due to Maciocia-Piyaratne [8, Proposition 4.2] .
We note that some of the techniques in this paper have also appeared in the work of OberdieckShen [11] . In their work, they study the transform of stable pairs (in the sense of PandharipandeThomas [12] ) under an autoequivalence of the derived category of an elliptic threefold, thereby giving a partial proof to the modulairty conjecture on PT invariants due to Huang-Katz-Klemm.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we recall the Fourier-Mukai functor for Weierstraß fibrations and the dualizing functor, as well as Theorem 2.3 that establishes the commutativity of the two functors. In Section 3 we apply Theorem 2.3 and the technique of spectral sequences to study the behavior of sheaves under Fourier-Mukai transforms. In Section 4, we give a criterion for reflexive sheaves to be taken to locally free sheaves by a Fourier-Mukai transform, thus paving the way for the proof of the main result of this paper, Theorem 4.4.
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Commutativity of Fourier-Mukai and dualizing functors
In this section, all functors are derived unless otherwise specified.
2.1. The Fourier-Mukai functor. We fix some notations first. Let
be a Weierstraß fibration in the sense of [1, Definitions 6.8, 6.10] . The fibration has a section σ : S → X whose image lies in the smooth locus of the morphism p. We write Θ = σ(S) and h = p| Θ : Θ → S. Then h is clearly an isomorphism.
In the case of our interest, we further assume that both X and S are smooth. We label the relevant morphisms as in the following fiber diagram
We define an integral functor whose kernel is given by the sheaf
where I ∆ is the ideal sheaf of the image ∆ of the diagonal morphism δ : X ֒→ X × S X, and
Then we have the following result:
The Fourier-Mukai transform Φ defined in the above theorem will be one of the main functors that we will consider. Now we look at the other functor that will play a key role.
2.2.
The dualizing functor. Let Z be a Gorenstein variety and E ∈ D b (Z). We define
It is familiar that when Z is smooth, we have
In fact, both relations still hold when Z is Gorenstein; see for example [10, Example 3.20 ].
We will use the dualizing functor on X and X × S X. Notice that X × S X is in general singular, but still Gorenstein. Indeed, the projection morphism π 1 : X × S X → X is a base change of the morphism p : X → S. Since p : X → S is flat with Gorenstein fibers, the same is true for π 1 : X × S X → X, hence they are both Gorenstein morphisms; see [1, p.349, l.5] . It follows that X × S X is Gorenstein by transitivity [1, Proposition C.1.1]. Hence both (2.5) and (2.6) hold for X and X × S X.
2.3.
The commutativity of functors. Now we discuss the commutativity of the FourierMukai functor and the dualizing functors. Recall that for the Weierstraß fibration (2.1), an S-involution is a morphism ι : X → X satisfying ι • ι = id X and p • ι = p. The key result concerning the commutativity of functors is the following:
There exists a line bundle L ∈ Pic(S) and an S-involution ι : X → X, such that for any E ∈ D b (X), we have
Proof. This is [3, Corollary 3.3] . Indeed, we only need to observe that our dualizing functor ∆ X is a special case of the dualizing functor there by setting L = O S and denote M ∨ ⊗ A by L in the formulation of [3, Corollary 3.3] . From earlier discussion in [3] we know that L is in fact a line bundle. This is a very convenient tool for our discussion in next section. As pointed out in [3, p.301, l.25] , this result generalize the classical result of Mukai in [9, (3.8) ]. Before discussing its applications we make some remarks concerning L and ι in the statement of the theorem.
Remark 2.4. For our purpose it will be not at all relevant to know what L precisely is. However it can be computed explicitly, which depends on the choice of the Fourier-Mukai kernel. We explain it very briefly using the kernel P defined in (2.3). We know that L = M ∨ ⊗ A in the notation of [3, Corollary 3.3] . We just need to compute M and A.
The definition of A is given in [3, p.300, l.14] by
We use the relation [1, (6.5) ] to conclude that A = ω −1 .
The definition of M is given in [3, Proposition 2.3] . To compute M we consider the inclusion
Under the canonical isomorphism Θ × S Θ ∼ = Θ we know that π • (σ × σ) = p • σ = h which is an isomorphism from Θ to S. We can pull back the equation in [3, Proposition 2.3] along the inclusion σ × σ to get
We need to compute the two factors in this equation.
By the above discussion we see that
By [3, (4) ] and the proof of [3, Proposition 2.3] we can see that
therefore we have
We observe that
where the second equality uses the flatness of I ∆ with respect to the first projection π 1 proved in [1, Proposition 6.15] . Therefore by the definition (2.3) we see that
which is precisely the normal bundle of the section Θ in X. However the conormal bundle of Θ in X is given by
where the first equality follows from [1, (6.5) ]. Therefore
Moreover Θ × S Θ lies in the smooth locus of X × S X on which P is locally free. Hence
In summary, we have
Since h : Θ → S is an isomorphism, we conclude
Together with the computation of A we get
The precise formula for L depends on the choice of the Fourier-Mukai kernel P. If we take the Fourier-Mukai kernel used in [3] , then the line bundle L would be ω −3 , which can be calculated in exactly the same way as above. However since the formula for L will be irrelevant to our application, we will simply write L instead of its explicit form.
Remark 2.5. Since the morphism ι is a morphism of S-schemes, it actually gives an involution on ι s : X s → X s for each fiber X s = p −1 (s). When X s is smooth, then ι s is precisely the inverse operation with respect to the group law on X s with the neutral point given by σ(s). For the description of ι s for singular fibers, we refer to [3, Remark 2.4] and the reference cited there.
Spectral sequences and applications
In this section we will obtain some consequences of Theorem 2.3 for the Weierstraß fibration (2.1). More precisely, we will apply spectral sequences on both sides of (2.7) and obtain some identities by comparing their cohomology. These identities will be used in later sections to determine the behavior of line bundles under Fourier-Mukai transforms.
For simplicity, given any E ∈ Coh(X), the i-th cohomology sheaf of Φ(E) is denoted by Φ i E. We also write n for dim X. All functors in the spectral sequences are underived.
3.1. The duality spectral sequences. The composition of derived functors gives spectral sequences. The identity (2.7) in Theorem 2.3 shows that two spectral sequences converge to the same limit. More precisely, for any E ∈ Coh(X), the E 2 -page of the spectral sequence corresponding to the composition functor ∆ X • Φ is given by
Notice that the non-trivial region for (p, q) in the E 2 -page is bounded by −1 p 0 and 0 q n. Similarly, the E 2 -page of the spectral sequence corresponding to the composition functor Φ • ∆ X is given by
, with the non-trivial region for (p, q) in the E 2 -page bounded by 0 p n and 0 q 1. Taking the shift functor and the involution ι into consideration, we get the following result Proposition 3.1. For any E ∈ Coh(X), the following two spectral sequences converge to the same limit
. Moreover, the non-trivial region for the left hand side is bounded by −1 p 0 and 0 q n, while the non-trivial region for the right hand side is bounded by 0 p n and −1 q 0.
Proof. The statement follows immediately from Theorem 2.3 and the above discussion. Notice that the shift in the non-trivial region for the right hand side comes from the shift functor. 
, and the terms E pq 2R , up to a pullback by the involution ι and tensoring with the line bundle p * L, are given by
Due to the limited number of rows, we immediately see that the spectral sequence on the right hand side degenerates at E 2 -page. However the spectral sequence on the left hand side could a priori still have non-trivial arrows in E 2 -page, but will degenerate at the latest at E 3 -page.
These two spectral sequences provide us lots of information between the sheaf E and its dual.
More precisely, after stabilization we can compare the anti-diagonals which gives the same term in the limit. In some cases, we know the arrows among the terms E pq 2L are also trivial, then we can simply extract information from the E 2 -pages. Some examples of such analysis are given below.
3.2.
Applications of the duality spectral sequence. As an application of Proposition 3.1, we prove the following two interesting statements about sheaves with WIT properties. We point out that in these examples both spectral sequences degenerate at E 2 -page, because we will see that the first spectral sequence will have only one column of non-trivial terms on the E 2 -page.
Before we state the first proposition, we collect some facts and notations. Recall that for any E ∈ D b (X), the dimensions of the supports of E and Φ(E) differ at most by 1; i.e. dim E − 1 dim Φ(E) dim E + 1. This follows from [1, Proposition 6.1].
Moreover, for any E ∈ Coh(X), it is proven in [2, 9.2] that Φ i E = 0 unless i = 0 or 1. If we assume further that the support of E is of codimension c, then we have that Ext i (E, O X ) = 0 for all i < c by [6, Proposition 1.1.6]. We define the dual sheaf of E by
We will discuss the consequences of the dualizing spectral sequence for each possibility of the difference in the dimensions assuming E is a Φ-WIT 0 or Φ-WIT 1 sheaf on X. Recall that a sheaf E ∈ Coh(X) is said to be Φ-
• The case dim Φ 0 E = dim E − 1 cannot happen.
Proof. We assume codim E = c for some 0 c n, then we know that Ext q (E, O X ) = 0 for 0 q < c, and E D = Ext c (E, O X ). This implies that E pq 2R = 0 for p < c. In other words, the possibly non-trivial terms among E pq 2R are bounded by c p n and −1 q 0. Since E is Φ-WIT 0 , we know that Φ 1 E = 0, hence E pq 2L = 0 for p = −1. By assumption we also have codim Φ 0 E c − 1, hence E pq 2L = 0 for p = 1 and 0 q < c − 1. In other words, the only possibly non-trivial terms among E pq 2L are given by p = 0 and c − 1 q n. And it is now clear that both spectral sequences degenerate at E 2 -page. Now we can apply Proposition 3.1 to compare terms in the two spectral sequences. In particular, we look at the terms in E 2 pages with p + q = c − 1. By the above observations we know that E pq 2L = 0 for any pair of (p, q) with p + q = c − 1 unless (p, q) = (0, c − 1), and E pq 2R = 0 for any pair of (p, q) with p + q = c − 1 unless (p, q) = (c, −1). Since both spectral sequences converge to the same limit by Proposition 3.1, we conclude that E
gives precisely what we are looking for. Otherwise, we have dim Φ 0 E dim E. The left hand side of (3.1) is trivial hence the right hand side is also trivial, which is equivalent to Φ 0 Ext c (E, O X ) = 0. In other words,
When dim Φ 0 E dim E, we show that we must have dim Φ 0 E = dim E. This can be proved by looking at the terms in the E 2 -pages with p + q = c. Indeed, we get an exact sequence
Since Ext c (E, O X ) = 0 and is Φ-WIT 1 , we have Φ 1 Ext c (E, O X ) = 0, hence Ext c (Φ 0 E, O X ) = 0, which implies that codim Φ 0 E c, as desired. Now we turn to sheaves with Φ-WIT 1 property. We can similarly prove the following result.
Proof. The proof is very similar to that of the previous result. We first look at the second spectral sequence. Assume that codim E = c, then we know that the non-trivial region in E pq 2R is bounded by c p n and −1 q 0. In particular, E pq 2R = 0 for any pair of (p, q) with p + q c − 2 and the only possible non-trivial term with
Then we look at the first spectral sequence. Since we assume E is Φ-WIT 1 , we know that E pq 2L = 0 unless p = −1. In particular it degenerates at E 2 -page. Moreover, by Proposition 3.1 we can compare the two spectral sequences and conclude that E pq 2L = 0 for any pair (p, q) with p + q c − 2, hence Ext q (Φ 1 E, O X ) = 0 for q c − 1, which implies that codim Φ 1 E c.
By comparing terms with p + q = c − 1 we can also obtain that E c,−1
If dim Φ 1 E = dim E, it is precisely the equation that we want. If dim Φ 1 E = dim E − 1, then the right hand side of (3.2) is trivial, therefore the left hand side is also trivial, which implies that Φ 0 Ext c (E, O X ) = 0. In other words, E D is Φ-WIT 1 .
Finally, we prove a very simple result along the same line, but without assuming any WIT property of E. We can think of it as a result which is slightly stronger than Propositions 3.3 and 3.4 in the special case of dim E = dim X = n.
Proof. This is a simple consequence of Proposition 3.1. By looking at the terms in the E 2 -pages with p + q = −1, we get Hom (
Since we also assume dim Φ 1 E < n, the left hand side of the equation is trivial, hence so is the right hand side, which implies
The above results will be used to study the behavior of sheaves under Fourier-Mukai transforms in the next section.
Transforms of line bundles
We now use the duality spectral sequences from Section 3 to study line bundles under FourierMukai transforms on elliptic fibrations.
4.1. The basic setting. In this section, we compute ch 0 , ch 1 of the transforms of certain line bundles, so that we can study the slope stability of these transforms later on.
We will now make the following assumptions on our fibration p : X → S:
(i) The total space X in our Weierstraß fibration p : X → S is a K-trivial threefold.
(ii) The canonical class K S of the base S of the fibration p is numerically trivial. This allows S to be a K3 surface or an Enriques surface.
(iii) The cohomology ring of X is of the form
an assumption often made in the study of elliptic threefolds as in [1, Section 6.6.3].
Note that applying adjunction to the closed immersion Θ ֒→ X gives
For any integer m, we will write
That K S is numerically trivial in assumption (ii) implies Θ 2 = 0 and Θ 3 = 0 by (4. We can now compute the slope of the transform of L m . Let us fix an ample class ω on X. By assumption (iii) above, we know ω must be of the form
for some ample class H S on S, and some real numbers t, s > 0. In this notation
The slope of ΦL m with respect to the polarisation ω is then
Transforms of reflexive sheaves.
Lemma 4.1. For any Φ-WIT 0 reflexive sheaf E on X, the transform E is locally free.
Proof. Our definition of an elliptic fibration p implies that it is Gorenstein by [1, Definition 6.8], and hence Cohen-Macaulay. Moreover the dualising sheaf of each fiber of p is trivial.
For any E satisfying the hypotheses stated, we already know E is torsion-free and reflexive by [7, Corollary 4.5] . In particular, E has homological dimension at most 1. To show that E is locally free, we need to show that its homological dimension is zero, i.e. Hom((
For any closed point x ∈ X, we have
Using the Fourier-Mukai functor Φ, we also have Case 2: m < 0. In this case, the restriction L m | s to the fiber of p over s ∈ S is a line bundle of negative degree for any s ∈ S, and so L m | s is Φ s -WIT 1 for any s ∈ S [1, Proposition 6.38]. Since L m is torsion-free, from [7, Lemma 3.18 (ii)] we know that L m is Φ-WIT 1 .
For any positive integer n, the composition of surjective sheaf morphisms O X ։ O (n+1)Θ ։ O nΘ gives the short exact sequence of sheaves
Applying Φ gives the the short exact sequence of sheaves
Now, O Θ is flat over S by [1, Corollary 6.2] , and so for any point s ∈ S, we have [1, (6.2) ]. Since z is a smooth point on X s , the transform O z is a line bundle. Thus O Θ is locally free. As a result, to show that L m = O X (mΘ) is locally free for all m < 0, it suffices to check the case where m = −1. That is, it suffices to show that O(−Θ) is locally free. In this case, we have the short exact sequence
Since both O Θ , O X are flat over S, the transform O X (−Θ) must also be flat over S. Thus for any s ∈ S we have the short exact sequence of sheaves on X s
By Case 3 below, we know O X | s = O z is the structure sheaf of a smooth point z on X s (z being the intersection of Θ and X s ). On the other hand, we know O Θ | s is a line bundle on X s from above. By Proof. Let ω be as in (4.2). As above, let us write L m to denote O X (mΘ) for any integer q. Suppose m is a negative integer. From Lemma 4.2, we know L m is locally free. Therefore, to prove that L m is µ ω -stable, it suffices to consider nonzero subsheaves F L m where 0 < rank F < rank L m = |m| and check that µ ω (F ) < µ ω ( L m ).
Under the assumption that K S is numerically trivial, we have from (4.5) 6) which is strictly positive since s > 0. Now, let us write n = −m and consider the structure short exact sequence in Coh(X)
which is taken by Φ to the following short exact sequence of sheaves
Writing F ′ to denote the image of F under the surjection O X (−nΘ) ։ O Θ ⊗ p * ω in (4.8) and writing F ′′ := O nΘ ∩ F , we have a commutative diagram where both rows are short exact sequences and the vertical maps are all inclusions of sheaves:
Since L −n is a line bundle, its restriction to the generic fiber of p is a stable torsion-free sheaf; hence the restriction of L −n to the generic fibr of p is also a stable torsion-free sheaf. Since 0 < rank F < rank L −n , we have
Since ch 1 (F ) · f is an integer, we must have ch 1 (F ) · f 0. Hence
Now, that O nΘ has a filtration by line bundles in Coh(X) implies that, in Coh(X), F ′′ has a filtration by twists by line bundles of ideal sheaves of proper closed subscheme of X. Hence − ch 1 (F ′′ ) is an effective divisor on X.
We claim that for any effective divisor D in X, we have
Indeed, since Θ 2 = 0, it suffices to show D · Θ · p * H S 0. Without loss of generality, we can assume that D is irreducible. If D = Θ, then D · Θ · p * H S = 0; so let us assume that D meets Θ along some curve C ⊆ Θ. Since H S is ample, p * H S is also ample on Θ, hence D · Θ · p * H S = C · p * H S 0. By the conclusion of the previous paragraph, we now have ch 1 (F ′′ )(t 2 Θ 2 + 2tsΘ · p * H S ) 0.
As for ch 1 (F ′ ), since F ′ is a subsheaf of O Θ ⊗ p * ω and Θ is irreducible, we know ch 1 (F ′ ) is either zero or Θ. Thus ch 1 (F ′ )(t 2 Θ 2 + 2tsΘ · p * H S ) = 0.
Combining the various inequalities in the last three paragraphs, we now have
showing that L −n is µ ω -stable.
Theorem 4.4. Suppose p : X → S is a Weierstraß threefold where X is K-trivial and K S is numerically trivial. Suppose ω is an ample class on X. Then for any line bundle M on X of nonzero fiber degree, the transform M is a µ ω -stable locally free sheaf.
Proof. By assumption (iii) in the beginning of Section 4.1, any line bundle on X is of the form O X (mΘ) for some m ∈ Z up to tensoring by a line bundle pulled back from the base. By projection formula, tensoring with a sheaf pulled back from the base S commutes with the Fourier-Mukai functor Φ. As a result, it suffices to prove the theorem for line bundles of the form O X (mΘ) where m is a nonzero integer. The case where m < 0 is proved in Proposition 4.3. The case where m > 0 follows from the case of m < 0 together with Proposition 3.4, and the fact that slope stability is preserved under taking the dual.
